Modern societies are plagued by violent crimes but manage to cope because of their functioning social structures, particularly their law enforcement, judicial, prosecutorial, and correctional systems. Yet more important is the fact that the normalcy of life reinforces the unwritten social contract that holds society together. In societies torn by conflict or emerging from conflict, where violence is the norm and self-help the way in which people interact, both the volume and the seriousness of violent crimes increase while the social contract unravels. Such societies not only find their security and stability imperiled but also confront enormous obstacles in attempting to restore order, democracy, and the rule of law—without which normalcy cannot return.

Experience in various postconflict situations suggests that intergovernmental organizations, as well as governments eager to assist, more often than not reinvent the wheel when searching for elementary tools with which to combat violent, destabilizing crimes. Those organizations and governments would be wise to turn to this handbook instead, for it offers policymakers and practitioners an invaluable combination of breadth of coverage, pragmatic focus, and wealth of experience. Brimming with experience and brilliantly edited, this volume is truly a useful tool.

— Cherif Bassiouni, Distinguished Research Professor of Law and President, International Human Rights Law Institute, DePaul University College of Law

This groundbreaking publication will be an invaluable tool in the hands of those facing the challenges of restructuring postconflict societies. Put together by seasoned practitioners and distinguished scholars, it explains what approaches have and haven’t worked, discusses the kinds of resources required, and provides a rich fund of practical examples and references.

The book’s authors, like others who have worked in the field, understand that the rule of law is the core of any modern state, enabling institutions to function effectively and all citizens to seek redress for their grievances. Without the rule of law, society cannot function. This book should be on the desk of every chief of mission and international official tasked with rebuilding societies traumatized by conflict.

— Jacques Paul Klein, former Chief of UN Operations in Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Liberia
It has long been my strong contention that serious and organized crime is one of the
most serious problems we face in the world today. Eighty percent of the world’s conflict
is intrastate, and most intrastate conflict is characterized by crime.

At last, a small group of heroic individuals, with the unwavering support of the United
States Institute of Peace, have persuaded experts on transnational and serious crime to
explain the lessons of their work; the techniques they employ; and the values, structures,
systems, and skills that are crucial to the effective prevention of serious crime. Together,
they have created a repository of knowledge hitherto longed for but never before acces-
sible in tangible form.

Combating Serious Crimes is the product of years of patient and diligent work, and
the outcome is a truly outstanding contribution to law enforcement capacity- and
institution-building. Whilst practitioners will find themselves scribbling notes alongside
the text of this invaluable book, political decision makers should also keep the book
close to hand as a reminder of the need to plan for the long term and to ensure that
financial, human, and equipment resources are adequate to the task of rebuilding post-
conflict societies.

— Richard Monk, former Commissioner of the UN International Police Task Force

A very comprehensive, thoughtful, and authoritative analysis of strategies for tackling
serious crimes in postconflict environments. With its extensive use of examples from
recent postconflict experiences and an impressive holistic approach, Combating Seri-
ous Crimes is an invaluable resource and must-reading for policymakers, scholars, and
practitioners alike.

— Lieutenant General David H. Petraeus, U.S. Army,
who has served in Iraq, Bosnia, and Haiti

Time and again we intervene with military force, but while we may suppress the conflict
we fail to resolve the underlying confrontation and our militaries remain in Bosnia,
Kosovo, Afghanistan, and Iraq. We fail to translate military security achieved by force of
arms into civil security achieved by the rule of law. This book provides guidance to those
responsible for forming the institutions and structures to bridge the gap between ending
the conflict and leaving a viable civil society. It should be required reading for policy-
makers and practitioners alike.

— General Rupert Smith, former Deputy Supreme Commander in NATO
during the Kosovo crisis and former UN commander in Sarajevo
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Foreword

Paddy Ashdown
Former High Representative, Bosnia and Herzegovina

When, in 2002, I first arrived in Bosnia and Herzegovina as the high representative of the International Community and the special representative of the European Union, it was apparent to me that the biggest threat to peace and security was the grip that organized crime had on the country. My priority was therefore to establish mechanisms to combat this plague. We struggled to put into place a new legal framework, establish a credible and independent court to handle sensitive cases, and create a police force capable of countering organized crimes.

I wish that Combating Serious Crimes in Postconflict Societies: A Handbook for Practitioners and Policymakers had been available to me when I arrived in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The knowledge and experience captured in its pages would have been invaluable to us as we sought to establish the rule of law in that country and help it toward its proper place in the Euro-Atlantic family. But until the publication of this book, there was very little literature on the issues it addresses and almost nothing that married the firsthand experience of practitioners with first-rate scholarship.

Tackling what the authors of this handbook call “serious crimes”—including organized crime, ethnic or religious violence, and terrorism of a variety that can upset the establishment of a viable postconflict peace—requires a great deal of specialized know-how, political will, and time. What differentiates the category of serious crimes from the types of organized and violent crime found in all countries is its potential destructiveness to an already vulnerable social fabric. During my term as the high representative, I learned firsthand about the threat posed by such criminal activity in postconflict countries. It is often connected with wartime elites that remain empowered after the war and those who receive patronage from them. This political-criminal nexus makes the problem all the harder, and all the more important, to confront head-on. To do so effectively, policymakers and practitioners need not only determination, dedication, and political backing but also the proper tools and resources.

International efforts to stabilize countries emerging from conflict have multiplied rapidly in the past decade, and there is now a wealth of
experience on which to draw. While there can never be a simple, off-the-shelf approach to establishing the rule of law in postconflict societies, to ignore the experience of previous efforts elsewhere is to needlessly complicate the peacebuilding task of the international community and to recklessly endanger the future of societies and peoples emerging from conflict. This handbook contains many of the lessons learned in places such as Afghanistan, Bosnia, Iraq, Kosovo, Liberia, and Sierra Leone and draws as well from experience combating serious crimes in countries such as Italy, the United Kingdom, and the United States.

One such lesson is that institutional problems must be confronted—and confronted promptly; options do not improve with time. In the case of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the links between organized crime and official corruption are particularly strong and significantly retard the country’s ability to reenter the European mainstream. There are close ties among those who protect war crimes indictees, smuggle goods, traffic in persons, and commit a host of other illicit activities. The fact that efforts to curtail these activities were not launched earlier in the international community’s engagement has lengthened our stay considerably.

Future policymakers and practitioners will refer to this work, the first of its kind, to help them in their efforts to transform the absence of war into a peace under law. Written by people who have themselves engaged in the struggle to combat serious crimes, it offers insights that could be gleaned only from on-the-ground practice. At the same time, the authors are keenly aware of the overarching policy requirements involved in developing and implementing a strategy aimed at reducing serious crimes to a level at which domestic democratic institutions can tackle it effectively.

I commend the United States Institute of Peace for the effort it has put into pulling this book together, and for its numerous other activities to assist policymakers and practitioners in their work to establish durable postconflict peace. The Institute performs a valuable service in turning lessons learned in the field into tools for rebuilding the rule of law in postconflict environments.

I commend, too, the men and women who have contributed their wisdom to this volume. Judges and scholars, police officers and military officers, prosecutors and defense counsel, government ministers and human rights lawyers: together, they have created an invaluable resource for those who will follow in their footsteps, sharing the same determination to make the world a more peaceful and a more lawful place.
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